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1> "Have you checked the children" is a famous quote from which film?
a. Scream
b. The Shining
c. When a Stranger Calls
d. The Mist
2> "It will tear your soul apart" and "Demon to some, angel to others" are
taglines from which of these films?
a. Hellraiser
b. Psycho
c. Alien
d. Saw
3> "I could help you, but I'd rather stand here and record" is a quote from which
horror film?
a. The Blair Witch Story
b. Invasion of the Body Snatchers
c. The Texas Chainsaw Massacres
d. The Fog
4> Which of these taglines is from the movie Poltergeist?
a. Their past has come back to haunt them.
b. Fear changes everything.
c. They're here.
d. Live or Die. Make your choice.
5> If you heard the line "Come on into the water!" what scary film would you be

watching?
a. Saw
b. Jaws
c. The Fog
d. The Haunting
6> "Every piece has a puzzle" and "Let the games begin" are taglines from which
scary movie?
a. Saw
b. The Exorcist
c. The Omen
d. Friday the 13th
7> "Look, he's a twitcher", and "We draw straws and the loser runs across the lot
with a ham sandwich" are both lines from which movie?
a. Dawn of the Dead
b. The silence of the Lambs
c. The Fog
d. Invasion of the Body Snatchers
8> "The Devil inside" was one of the taglines for which horror film?
a. The Omen
b. Rosemary's Baby
c. The Exorcist
d. The Hills Have Eyes
9> What film claimed "You don't have to believe... just beware"?
a. Poltergeist
b. Candyman
c. Pet Sematary
d. The Thing
10> Which movie stated now there is a name for terror?
a. Cujo
b. Carrie

c. Christine
d. Rosemary's Baby
11> It's a full moon... is a line from which horror movie?
a. Videodrome
b. An American Werewolf in London
c. The Haunting
d. The Beyond
12> "Sleep kills", and "Whatever you do, don't fall asleep", are both taglines from
which film?
a. A Nightmare on Elm Street
b. Silence of the Lambs
c. The Tooth Fairy
d. The Amityville Horror
13> Which film stated "For God's sake, Get Out"?
a. The Omen
b. The Exorcist
c. The Amityville Horror
d. Psycho
14> "Do you have any vacancies?" is a famous line from which movie?
a. Jaws
b. The Shining
c. Psycho
d. 1408
15> "Swing away Merrill" is a line from which horror movie?
a. Ghost Story
b. Signs
c. Sixth Sense
d. Cujo

Answers:
1> When a Stranger Calls - In this movie, a babysitter is terrorized.
2> Hellraiser - This movie was released in 1987.
3> The Blair Witch Story - The Blair Witch Project is about a group of film
students.
4> They're here. - It knows what scares you is also a tagline from this movie.
5> Jaws - Jaws was based on a true story.
6> Saw - The first Saw movie was released in 2004.
7> Dawn of the Dead - This classic was originally made in 1978.
8> The Exorcist - The Exorcist was directed by William Frederick.
9> Candyman - The killer in the thriller had a hook for a hand.
10> Cujo - This film is about a killer dog.
11> An American Werewolf in London - This film, which was, released in 1981
won an Academy Award for Best Makeup.
12> A Nightmare on Elm Street - This movie was the first in a series.
13> The Amityville Horror - This film was made in 1979 and then remade in
1995.
14> Psycho - Alfred Hitchcock directed this thriller.
15> Signs - This movie stars Mel Gibson.

